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1. A major cause of the difficulties we have to cope with when analysing verbal
systems is interference between categories of the respective system. For this reason the
following reflections are aimed at the interrelation between aspect, Aktionsart, tense,
and negation in certain types of verbal systems. In my view, ‘aspects’ and ‘tenses’
are deictic, i. e., they refer to the speaker, whereas Aktionsarten are understood as
definitory categories.1

Tenses refer to the temporal relation holding between the speech event and the
represented or –as Roman Jakobson put it– “narrated event”. With Erwin KOSCHMIE-
DER we would say that they affect the relation between “Vorgangszeit” and “Aktzeit”.
There is a fundamental opposition between the time of the speech event on the one
hand and future / past on the other. With regard to aspects, I refer to the difference
between the imperfective and the perfective aspect as defined by Eduard HERMANN

(1933). The ‘imperfective’ aspect means that the viewpoint of the speaker is inside
the action whereas the perfective aspect is an action seen from the outside. What is
seen from the outside is seen as a whole, as a closed unit — this is meant by expres-
sions such as ‘complexive’ or ‘perfective’. In order to emphasise the difference: tense
locates the narrated event with respect to the speech event, aspect locates the speech
event with respect to the narrated event. Karl BÜHLER explained the difference with
one of the tales of Nasrettin Hoca. Tense brings the mountain to the prophet whereas
in aspect the prophet moves to the mountain.

The following example should make it clear what may be understood by the defin-
itory category of Aktionsart. – Let us take the verb to be in flower, in German blühen.
When I say the amaryllis is in flower, I refer to a continuous event. The amaryllis was
in flower before, it is in flower now, il will be in flower later on: there is no change. Ac-
cording to Klaus HEGER, this would be [PTP], where T is a temporal functor relating
two predicators. The square brackets (added by the author) show that we are dealing
with the definitory category of Aktionsart. At some time the amaryllis will have begun

‡Published in: Johannes Bechert & Giuliano Bernini & Claude Buridant (eds.) 1990. Toward a
Typology of European Languages. (Empirical Approaches to Language Typology; 8). Berlin & New
York: Walter de Gruyter, p. 195-214 – The original pagination is indicated between square brackets.
The text is partly modified in the present version.

1For most scholars, aspect is a non-deictic category; cf. for instance DAHL (1985.84f.), COMRIE
(1976). DAHL refers to COMRIE. The same thing holds for Roman JAKOBSON. In the famous shift-
ers-article (1956 / 1971), aspect is seen only in the narrated event, not in its relation to the speaker. –
Definitory categories are non-deictic categories. In terms of Karl BÜHLER (1934) they are subjektsent-
bunden. In understanding aspect as a deictic category, I follow Klaus HEGER (1967), who interprets
aspect as Deixis am Phantasma in the BÜHLERian sense. BÜHLER took over, from the treatise On Syn-
tax written by APOLLONIOS DYSKOLOS, the distinction between demonstratio ad oculos and anapb-
ora / cataphora. He added a third kind of deixis, the so-called Deixis am Phantasma, originally called
anamnestisches Zeigen (BÜHLER 1934: 121 ff.).
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to bloom, at some other time, it will fade. In German we would say die Amaryllis
erblüht, die Amaryllis blüht auf, ‘it bursts into bloom’; we could say die Amaryllis
verblüht, ‘it fades’. A verb such as erblühen could be symbolised by the structure
[nPTP] [p. 196] (“the amaryllis was not in flower before, afterwards it is in flower”),
where the position at the left and at the right hand side of T expresses anteriority and
posteriority. The verb verblühen would then have the internal structure [PTnP]. If we
look for the common denominator of erblühen / aufblühen and verblühen on the one
hand and blühen on the other, we might use terms such as:

transformative vs. non-transformative (Martín SÁNCHEZ RUIPÉREZ)
cyclic vs. non-cyclic (William E. BULL)
resultative vs. non-resultative
telic vs. non-telic (a-telic)

In studies on Aktionsarten we find –starting with the doctoral thesis of Sigurd AGRELL

(1908)– numerous terms highlighting either the transformative type ‘to burst into bloom‘
or the transformative type ‘to fade’: in one case the verbs are ‘inchoativce’, ‘in-
gressive’, ‘initial’, “non-conclusive”, etc.; in the other case the verbs are ‘definitive’,
‘desinent’, ‘effective’, ‘egressive’, ‘final’, ‘conclusive’, ‘preteritive’, ‘terminative’, etc.
As regards the type ‘to be in flower’, there are designations such as ‘durative’, ‘exten-
sive’, ‘medial’, ‘perdurative’, ‘permanent’, ‘continuative’, etc.2

Appendices I and II show some of the possibilities to be considered for the classifi-
cation of Aktionsarten. Appendix I projects the usual (somewhat chaotic) Aktionsarten-
terminology onto the five phases an action can be seen in (see footnote 2). In Appendix
II there is a further subdivision of the class of non-transformative Aktionsart into ‘state’
and ‘activity’. At the same time, the transformative modes of action corresponding to
the initial phase in Appendix I are absent from the scheme in Appendix II. As re-
gards the ‘durative’ verbs, further subcategorizations are possible: these may be slow
processes of augmentation or diminution concerning especially the subclass of non-
transformative verbs which is called ‘activity’ in Appendix II. In Appendix III, five
noematic layers are distinguished. The scheme is a visual representation of their inter-
locking, their mutual relationships and / or affinities as well as their affinity to aspect
categories, and shows clearly why a hierarchical representation or a deduction of other
layers / categories from only one layer is not possible.

2As regards the classification of Aktionsarten, there are some very clear considerations made, e. g.,
by Antoine CULIOLI. He establishes a five phase model distinguishing between a pre-initial (somebody
is going to do something) and a post-terminal phase (French je viens de faire quelque chose), on the one
hand, and the initial phase of the action proper, the intermediate and the terminal phase, on the other.
Cf. BRONCKART (1976: 20 f.). These five phases are noematic, i. e., they are cognitive units that can
be expressed in any language, be it by grammatical, morphological or semantic means. I should draw
attention to the fact that the pre-initial phase has a great affinity to, if not identity with, the future tense,
whereas the post-terminal phase is per definitionem a perfectum and at the same time perfective in the
aspectual interpretation. Child-language studies show the affinity or identity between aspect and tense
(perfectum) at this point.
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These transformative and non-transformative modes of action can be combined
with another kind of Aktionsart — more precisely: with “Repetition” (layer [d] in
Appendix III) — emphasising the frequentative, distributive, iterative character of the
event (verbs such as to tremble, to flap one’s wings, to flicker, to bounce etc.). As
DRESSLER (1968) puts it, these are cases of “verbal plurality”.

2. Tense systems and aspect systems may be homogeneous or combined with each
other. There are four major possibilities: [p. 197]

(1a) a pure aspect system (1b) a pure tense system
(2a) an aspect system by priority,

combined with a tense system
(2b) a tense system by priority,

combined with an aspect system

To make things more complex, we also have to take into consideration the modes of
action. There seem to be two extreme possibilities. In the first one, the definitory
modes of action are already realised in the verb stem itself or by means of special
grammemes. The other extreme are systems where the mode of action only emerges
from the combination of a neutral verbal lexeme and tense / aspect markers. Thus I
should subdivide type (1a) into (1aa) (a pure aspect system based on verbs expressing
by themselves modes of action) and (1ab) (a pure aspect system based on verb lex-
emes which are neutral with respect to Aktionsarten), and so on. A good candidate for
a system of type (1aa) is, e. g., the Hopi language as described in STAHLSCHMIDT’s
(1982) doctoral thesis. On the other hand, the varieties of Arabic, e. g. Egyptian Ara-
bic, seem to be good candidates for the subtypes (1ab) or (2ab). In order to avoid too
great complexity I will be content, in this paper, to examine the four major possibilities
enumerated above, i. e. (1a), (1b), (2a) and (2b).

In the case of aspect systems, there should be two other possibilities: in one kind
of system the perfective form(s) would be the –formally as well as semantically– un-
marked pole, whereas the imperfective forms would be the marked term of the oppo-
sition. This would be the case in classical Arabic and in a great majority of Creole
languages. The other possibility would be a system where the imperfective form is
(formally and semantically) unmarked. This seems to be the case in Mandarin Chi-
nese, Russian, etc.3 We should thus have the four major types with different subtypes,
as shown in Table 1.

The interrelations and the interferences forming the object of the following consid-
erations concern one or more of the four types of systems found in Table 1 (1a, 1b, 2a,
2b).

3DAHL (1985: 72) writes: “In the case of PFV:IPFV [aspectual perfectivity / imperfectivity], . . . it
seems rather to be a typical situation that even in individual languages, we cannot choose one member
of the opposition as being clearly unmarked.” Nonetheless, in the Romance languages the imperfective
member of the opposition seems to be clearly unmarked. Furthermore, one should take into consid-
eration the fact that morphological markedness / unmarkedness could be a valuable hint as to semantic
markedness / unmarkedness.
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Table 1. Types of tense and aspect systems
(1a) a pure aspect system (1b) a pure tense system

(1aa) based on verb lexemes express-
ing by themselves Aktionsarten

(1ba) based on verb lexemes express-
ing by themselves Aktionsarten

(1aaa) perfective forms being morpho-
logically and semantically un-
marked

(1aab) imperfective forms being mor-
phologically and semantically
unmarked

(1ab) based on verb lexemes which are
neutral with respect to Aktionsarten

(1bb) based on verb lexemes which are
neutral with respect to Aktionsarten

(1aba) perfective forms being
morphologically and semanti-
cally unmarked

(1abb) imperfective forms be-
ing morphologically and seman-
tically unmarked

(2a) an aspect system in priority, combi- (2b) a tense system by priority, combi-
ned with a tense system ned with an aspect system

(2aa) based on verb lexemes express-
ing by themselves Aktionsarten

(2ba) based on verb lexemes express-
ing by themselves Aktionsarten

(2ab) based on verb lexemes which are
neutral with respect to Aktionsarten

(2bb) based on verb lexemes which are
neutral with respect to Aktionsarten

etc.

3. Particular forms of verbs may be perfective or imperfective, i. e., the point of view of
the speaker is inside the represented process in the case of imperfectivity, and outside
when there is perfectivity. In the perspective of perfectivity the event is seen from the
outside, i. e., as a whole. What is true for particular verbs and the sentences they are
contained in can apply to more complex signs, e. g. to entire passages of a text as well.
In this context we distinguish two types of narration which I have called “narration with
episode-signals” and “narration with iteration-signals” (RAIBLE 1971). A passage
beginning with one day or on May 18th, 1888 etc. is, by and large, a singular event.
A passage of this kind constitutes a “frame of temporal uniqueness” for the story as
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a whole. We could say as well: the entire passage is ‘perfective’. [p. 198] On the
other hand, the passage could be introduced by signals of iteration (every Sunday;
sometimes; by and now, whenever my uncle came home; etc.). In such a case the
entire passage, i. e. the complex sign consisting of a whole series of sentences, is
‘imperfective’, ‘iterative’, ‘repetitive’, etc.4 An example will show the difference. The
following passage is from the beginning of Marcel Proust’s À la recherche du temps
perdu (Paris: Gallimard, 1954). The same event is narrated first with iteration-signals
and some pages later with episode-signals and the corresponding tenses (the italics are
mine):

Quelquefois quand, après m’avoir embrassé, [ma mère] ouvrait ma porte pour
partir .... Mais ces soirs-la, où maman en somme restait si peu de temps dans ma
chambre, étaient doux encore en comparaison de ceux où il y avait du monde a
dîner et où, à cause de cela, elle ne montait pas me dire bonsoir. Le monde se
bornait habituellement à M. Swann, qui, en [p. 199] dehors de quelques étrangers
de passage, était a peu près la seule personne qui vînt chez nous à Combray,
quelquefois pour dîner en voisin, (plus rarement depuis qu’il avait fait ce mauvais
mariage, parce que mes parents ne voulaient pas recevoir sa femme), quelquefois
après le diner, à l’improviste. Les soirs où, assis devant la maison sous Ie grand
marronnier, autour de la table de fer, nous entendions au bout du jardin, non pas
le grelot profus et criard qui arrosait, qui étourdissait au passage de son bruit
ferrugineux, intarissable et glacé, toute personne de la maison qui le déclenchait
en entrant “sans sonner”, mais le double tintement timide, ovale et doré de la
clochette pour les étrangers, tout le monde aussitôt se demandait : “Une visite,
qui cela peut-il être ?" mais on savait bien que cela ne pouvait être que M. Swann ;
ma grand-tante parlant à haute voix, pour prêcher d’exemple, sur un ton qu’elle
s’efforçait de rendre naturel, disait de ne pas chuchoter ainsi ; que rien n’est plus
désobligeant pour une personne qui arrive et à qui cela fait croire qu’on est en
train de dire des choses qu’elle ne doit pas entendre ; et on envoyait en éclaireur
ma grand-mère ... (p. 13/14).

Now the corresponding passage with episode-signals:

Mais une fois, mon grand-père lut dans un journal . . . [Ma grand-tante] blâma le
projet qu’avait mon grand-père d’interroger Swann, le soir prochain où il devait
venir dîner . . . Nous étions tous au jardin quand retentirent les deux coups hési-
tants de la clochette. On savait que c’était Swann ; néanmoins tout le monde se
regarda et on envoya ma grand-mère en reconnaissance. . . . “Ne commencez pas
a chuchoter”, dit ma grand-tante. (p. 21/22)

Perfectivity and imperfectivity of text passages mean that every language should be
able to express these aspect categories on the level of entire texts or text-passages.

4Cf. in this respect RAIBLE (1971: 300-313, especially 305 ff.). Cf. further GÜLICH & HEGER
&RAIBLE (1974) and some similar considerations in DAHL (1985: 112f.).
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4. I would like to turn now to the particular cases of interrelation or interference
between the categories under discussion. The first case is an interrelation between
Aktionsarten on the one hand and tense / aspect categories on the other, in a system of
the type (2b).

There is a natural affinity between the imperfective aspect and verbs of a non-
transformative Aktionsart (e. g., to be in flower). There is, on the other hand, a natural
affinity between the perfective aspect and verbs of transformative Aktionsart (to shut
the door, to open the window).5 Let us take an example well known from the dis-
cussion on aspect in Russian, the actions of chasing and catching. The French verb
chasser ‘to chase’ is a verb of the non-transformative type. The French verb attraper
‘to catch’ should be transformative as regards its Aktionsart. If we combine chasser
in the past [p. 200] tense with the imperfective aspect, and if we continue to sym-
bolise Aktionsarten with square brackets, we would have the following structure for
il chassait: [PTP] T [PTP] . . . This is to say: the event is going on; afterwards it is
as non-transformative as it was before. No ‘end’, no transformation, is apparent. The
other ‘natural’ combination would be the combination of the transformative verbs with
the perfective aspect, for instance the verb form il attrapa. The event symbolised by
[nPTP] will be transformed into /[nPTP]/ (the slashes before and behind the bracketed
structure symbolise the fact that the event is seen from the outside, i. e., that it is per-
fective). Seen from the content-side: in the very moment Achilles reaches the turtle,
the event has come to its –successful– end.

Now what will happen to the unusual combinations? Speakers of natural languages
tend to take profit from the possibilities of combination offered by grammar, too; there-
fore we will have non-transformative verbs combined with a perfective aspect as well
as transformative verbs in an imperfective form.

A first example will be the non-transformative verb chasser in a perfective form,
i. e., the form il chassa. Thereby the Aktionsart symbolised by [PTP] becomes /[PTP]/.
In other words: the monotonous event of hunting, not interrupted by a transformative
change, is represented as closed; the hunting comes or has come to an end — and
this may change the familiar meaning of chasser in cases like il chassa, ‘he was on
the hunt’, or il chassa l’ennemi, ‘he chased the enemy’, where the meaning becomes
transformative. Speakers of French very often make use of this possibility, saying for
instance il se taisait as opposed to il se tut (‘he was silent’ vs. ‘he fell silent’). Another
example would be

Lorsque j’appris que ma voisine avait une compagne, je fus la voir (Bernardin
de Saint-Pierre)

5DAHL (1985) does not use the term ‘transformative’, although the idea of transformativity would
perfectly fit into his prototypical features of the cross-language category ‘perfectivity’. Transformativity
seems to be the first one of these features. Cf. DAHL 1985: 78. Further features are: short resp. punc-
tual, the sudden character of the action, resultativity, incidence [in the sense of “scheme of incidence”:
“while X was doing this, (suddenly) Y happened”]. The scheme in Appendix II shows the features
which should be taken into account.
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as opposed to j’allais chez elle or

Puis elle mit la chienne à terre, se leva et fut s’accouder au balcon ‘went
to’ (Roger Martin Gard, Les Thibault)

as opposed to elle était au balcon ‘was’. In the same sense we would say in Spanish
Juan se fue a la ventana ‘John went to the window’. In the perspective of pluperfect,
we would have

L’un d’eux, qui avait été jusqu’˚a la maison, cria aux autres;
J’ignorais qu’il avait été les rejoindre;
Elle avait été s’asseoir, machinalement, sur ce canapé-lit;
La garde avait été prendre le stéthoscope; etc. (All examples from Martin
du Gard).

We might add Italian (io) seppi ‘I got to know’ vs. (io) sapevo ‘I knew’; ebbi ‘I re-
ceived’ vs. avevo ‘I had (in my possession)’; conobbi ‘I got to know’ vs. conoscevo ‘I
knew’; caddi ‘I fell down’ vs. cadeva in la piogga cadeva ‘it rained’.

[p. 201] The other case would be the transformative verb used in an imperfective
form, for instance il attrapait Ie papillon. If we attribute to attraper the Aktionsart
structure [nPTP), we would have [nPTP] T [nPTP] . . . This would give us different
possibilities of interpretation. There could be someone chasing the butterfly without
reaching it; in other contexts there would be somebody catching it again and again.6

The last possibility is self-evident in cases in which the text containing such a sentence
constitutes a frame of iterativity. If we describe the events happening every day in a
certain Gallic village, we could say perfectly well:

Chaque jour, Obélix attrapait deux sangliers.

It is clear that this kind of interference is not only possible in the Romance lan-
guages; it should, rather, be possible in all languages of type (2b) which do not, like
Russian, have as often two different verb forms for transformative and non-transforma-
tive events. The same procedure functions for instance in Finnish. The verb puristaa
‘to press’ means in its imperfective version ‘to keep (firmly)’, ‘to keep against one-
self’, whereas, in its perfective version, it can mean ‘to take somebody in one’s arms’.
Therefore,

Hän puristi Kristiinaa (partitive) sylissään (inessive)

means ‘he held Kristina in his arms’, ‘he embraced her’, whereas the perfective version

6There are interesting contexts where the use of imperfective forms is obligatory although the event
referred to is unique. Decorating a soldier in Italian is such a case. You have to say, with imperfetto-
forms of the verb: “Il soldato X il giorno Y si slanciava coraggiosamente fuori della trincea e strappava
al nemico una bandiera” whereas in a ‘normal’ episodic context one would have to use slanciò, strappò
[communication by the late VITO R. GIUSTINIANI].
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Hän puristi Kristiinan (accusative) syliinsa (illative)

means ‘he took Kristina into his arms’ (examples from RAIBLE 1976: 26 ff.).7

5. A second type of interference concerns the relation between aspect and assertion,
i. e., affirmation and negation. Let us assume a transformative event seen from the
perfective point of view, for instance Achilles chasing the turtle and just catching it,
so that we can say: il l’attrapa. Let us assume, now, that this transformative event has
to be negated, i. e., that it did not take place. In this case, in French we would say:
Achille n’attrapa pas la tortue — which is perfectly good French. Nevertheless, there
is a certain –statistical– relation between aspectual perfectivity on the one hand and af-
firmation / negation on the other. Negated instances of perfective aspect are relatively
rare in Romance languages. The same relation seems to hold between the perfective
aspect and negation in Russian, although this language, too, makes use of the combi-
nation between negation and perfective aspect. In this case the gap between trial and
result is highlighted.8

On the other hand it is not possible in Finnish to combine negation with the perfec-
tive aspect. The ‘logical’ reason is evident. If we express the [p. 202] transformative
content of a verb with perfective aspect, this means that the event has come to an end.
It is precisely this which is denied in the case of negation. A further example of the
same kind seems to be a “parler véhiculaire” in the Chad region described by HAGÈGE

(1973). In this case the verb may be either negated or aspectually marked, but not both
at the same time.9

In this context the scope of negation is an important factor. It seems to vary from
language to language. Therefore negation can be combined with perfectivity in some
languages, while in others this combination is not possible. Nevertheless, it would be
worthwhile to examine the relation between aspectual perfectivity and the possibility
of negation in individual languages, not only in languages belonging to type (2b), but
also in languages representing the types (2a) and (1a).10

7The concept of Aktionsart does not play a major role in the considerations of DAHL (1985), al-
though he gives us some hints, too. On pp. 28 f. he introduces the concept of ‘stative’ vs. ‘dynamic’,
and on p. 115 ff. he deals with stative pasts (from Hindi / Urdu and Bulgarian) and a dynamic past
(Afrikaans). For Slavic languages he introduces the concepts of dynamic and stative perfectivity. Cf.
also p. 86 as regards a ‘natural’ connection between certain pre- or postverbs (in my terminology) and
aspect: for instance the affinity between to eat up and perfectivity. On p. 88 f. this is exemplified by a
Chad language that does not make up part of the sample (Magri).

8Cf., e. g., KUNERT (1984: 142 ff.). KUNERT mentions, too, the dominance of imperfective verbs
in negated Russian sentences. Cf. also DRESSLER (1968: 43).

9It is to be expected that a more thorough review of language systems, or better, texts uttered or
written in such languages, would lead to a considerable number of such cases. This would be perfectly
in line with the seminal paper written by Paul HOPPER an Sandra A. THOMPSON (1980) on transitivity
as a category not only of grammar, but also of discourse. Whole events are transitive [nPTP] or [PTnP],
and an event that does not take place has but little chance to be transitive of transformative.

10DAHL (1985: 52) excludes in his questionnaire –and consequently in his analysis– such “marked
contexts” as are “negated sentences, questions, passive constructions”. (Nevertheless, the corpus con-
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6. A further phenomenon of interference concerns only languages of the type (2b),
i. e., languages with a primary tense system and a secondary aspect system. These lan-
guages allow not only the ‘normal’ combination of aspectual perfectivity and temporal
non-present as well as the combination of the present tense and aspectual imperfec-
tivity, but also the ‘unusual’ combinations of present tense and perfectivity as well as
between non-present and aspectual imperfectivity.

Among these combinations the one between non-present and aspectual imperfec-
tivity is not problematic. Far more interesting is the combination of present tense and
aspectual perfectivity. If we try to imagine a –transformative or non-transformative–
event in the present tense combined with aspectual perfectivity, we shall presume that
this combination would not be possible, anyway. If the event is perfective, it has come
to an end, and when it has come to an end this can hardly be a present event. An
example will help us. In Finnish, I have the choice between

luen (‘to read’, present tense) kirjaa (‘book’, partitive), English: ‘I am
reading the book’,

on the one hand, and

luen kirjan (accusative)

on the other hand.
Luen kirjan would be literally ‘I read the book’ [present tense] + perfective aspect.

The perfective meaning of ‘to read’ is ‘to come to an end with the process of reading’.
Now, whenever I express by means of a verb in the present tense that I have completed
the process of reading a book (which has not been read as yet but is being read by me
at the moment), it expresses a promise or statement which will only become true in
the future. This is why in Finnish the combination of the present tense and perfective
aspect is the equivalent of a future tense — there is no ‘true’, morphological future
[p. 203] in the Finnish verbal system. Future meaning is expressed either, if there is
an object in the sentence, by means of the perfective aspect or, in the other cases, by
means of the verb ‘to be’ + present participle, for instance hän on tuleva ‘(s)he will
come’.11 The same applies to Russian:

ja pročitaju (perfective aspect + present) knigu

means ‘I will read the book’; with the imperfective version of the verb ‘to read’ the
sentence has a present meaning:

ja čitaju knigu.

This also means that Russian has to have special forms for the future of imperfective
verbs:

tains some questions, too.)
11Cf. RAIBLE (1976).
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ja budu čitat’ knigu.12

The forms chosen to express future tense seem to be a good indicator for the exis-
tence of a primary tense or a primary aspect system. Primary tense systems have the
possibility of expressing future tense by the combination of present tense and perfec-
tive aspect.13 Hence, in our analysis, the Russian system is a primary tense system
combined with a secondary aspect system — a system in which nevertheless, pecu-
liarly enough, the category of aspect is lexicalized in a very systematic way.14 That
is to say that verbs have two –often entirely different– forms, one with perfective, the
other with imperfective meaning. This is why speakers of Russian have to have two
ways of expressing future tense, one with perfective verbs and one with imperfective
verbs. If aspect were not to be, so to speak, lexicalized in Russian, the combination
between present tense and a perfective marker would be sufficient for all verbs. In
another way, the same holds for Finnish. Since the morphological expression of per-
fectivity is restricted to sentences with an object, a separate solution for the expression
of future tense in intransitive sentences has to be found.

7. The last type of interference I shall deal with in this paper refers especially to lan-
guages of the type (2a), i. e. languages with a primary aspect system and a secondary
tense system. Amongst these are many Creole languages. Creole languages, as other
languages too, can have verbs presenting as transformative or non-transformative the
processes embodied in the events they express. In the case of Creole languages, special
interest is due, not to the borderline between transformative and non-transformative
verbs, but rather to the opposition between stative and non-stative or dynamic verbs
(see Appendix II). The device [p. 204] I shall describe presumably forms the basis for
phenomena which have been observed particularly by BICKERTON (1981).

In Creole languages with a primary aspect system, the verb form which is mor-
phologically least marked is, as a rule, perfective. If we choose a verb which could

12According to DAHL (1985: 110), this phenomenon is restricted, in his language sample, to East
and West Slavic languages (Russian, Czech, and Polish in his case).

13This does not mean that every language with a primary tense and a secondary aspect system has to
express future time reference by the combination of aspectual perfectivity with present tense. This is not
possible because languages in which perfectivity can be combined with all tenses are rare. A widespread
combination is that of the perfectivity / imperfectivity opposition with the past tense. In those languages
we will thus have a perfective and an imperfective past tense. In the sample of DAHL (1985) the
languages with a PASTi (imperfective past tense, 1985: 117) all have the category PFV combined with
past tense (only French is lacking in the respective list on pp. 71 f.). Among the languages with a
primary aspect system, some have the possibility of neutralising perfectivity in subordinate clauses so
that formal PFV forms will become possible in such contexts. This seems to be the case for Beja,
Modern Standard Arabic, Oromo, Kurdish, Punjabi, Georgian, Bulgarian, and Cebuano. The only
languages admitting perfective aspect with future time reference are the primary tense languages which
combine present tense with perfectivity (in the sample of DAHL: Catalan (?), Georgian, Modern Greek,
Czech, Polish, Russian, Estonian, Hungarian, Japanese, and Finnish, 1985: 72).

14Cf., as to the ‘peculiarity’ of the Russian system, DAHL (1985: 21 or 89): “Slavic categories gram-
maticalise ‘perfectivity: imperfectivity’ on the lexical or derivational level rather than in inflectional
morphology.”
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be transformative, for instance the equivalent of French arriver, in Martinique Creole
or in Guadeloupe Creole, we would use rive. In the third person singular we would
thus say i rive. This may be illustrated with a short passage from Sylviane Telchid’s
Ti-Chica (Paris: Editions Caribéennes, n.d.: 79):

Ijenn èvè Ijéni té fó lekól toubólman: Ijéni
Eugène et Eugénie étaient forts à l’école extrêmement: Eugénie

té toujou prèmyé, Ijenn té toujou dézyèm.
était toujours première, Eugène était toujours deuxième.

Lew-gadé, on jou Ijenn poté prèmyé plas,
Puis, un jour Eugènè remporta la première place,

Ijéni poté dézyèm plas. Lé tifi-la ba
Eugenie remporta la deuxième. Quand la petite fille donna à

Misyé Louwa papyé a-y, papa li di konsa: ...
Monsieur le Roi papier son, son papa lui dit ceci: ...

In order to aid comprehension, a French interlinear version has been added. Té is a
past marker. The unmarked form of the non-stative verbs has a past meaning by itself
(the instances are marked with boldface). Witness that these forms appear after the
episode-signal Lew-gadé, on jou (Puis, un jour).

If we understand the verb rive –which, by virtue of its lexical meaning or Ak-
tionsart, should be transformative– as aspectually perfective in its morphologically
unmarked form, it would mean in our –tense-biased– Central European view that the
event of arriving has come to an end, since it is perfective. Consequently, we tend to in-
terpret verb forms such as i rive as instances of past time. If, in our Central European
view, this verb has to have a present meaning, we would have to use an imperfec-
tive marker which, in the case of Martinique Creole, would be the particle ka. Thus
we would have i ka rive, meaning ‘(s)he is arriving’. Whereas in a language of the
type (2b) (with a primary tense and a secondary aspect system) future time reference
becomes accessible by means of a combination of the –existing– present tense with
perfective aspect, in languages of the type (2a) (and, presumably, also languages of
the type [1a]), future tense should be expressed by a special form or a special particle.
(Nonetheless, exceptions should be possible in such cases in which not the perfective,
but the imper [p. 205] fective aspect form is the unmarked one [types 1aab, 2aab]. It
should even be possible that future time reference is in the scope of every imperfective
form which is not marked with respect to tense. The imperfective form could also
assume the function of future.) With regard to Martinique Creole, the future has the
form i kal rive. In this case, kal is probably a combination of the imperfective particle
ka with a form whose French etymon is |it aller ‘to go’.

Let us look now, instead of at the verb rive ‘to arrive’ with its transformative Ak-
tionsart, at a verb which is characteristically non-transformative (or, in this case, also
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stative), for instance the verb tini ‘to have’. We could, for instance, say i tini 50 ã ‘his
age is 50’. With regard to the Aktionsart, the person was fifty years old before and
(s)he is still fifty years old after I have made this statement. If this non-transformative
event becomes perfective by virtue of the morphologically least marked form tini, it
might be considered as complete or closed, but, in contrast to i rive, it would, so to
speak, be closed only once. Rive is closed already by virtue of its transformative char-
acter and it would be closed once more by the aspectually perfective form, whereas
i tini 50 ã would be closed only ‘grammatically’ by the perfective aspect. Thus it is
understandable that, from a European perspective, the form i tini would, on account
of its Aktionsart, have, rather, a present meaning (‘(s)he is 50 years old’). This would
mean that the non-transformative verbs of such languages should occur less frequently
with the imperfective particle which neutralises the past value of transformative verbs
used in the perfective zero-form. (Nevertheless, this argumentation is problematic: is
the transformative or non-transformative character of a verb always the property of the
verb itself or is it not, rather, produced by the context?)

This line of thought would make a further phenomenon clear. In the combination
with a transformative verb, the past particle té –which can be combined with all verbs–
means that, in European understanding, this verb carries the meaning of a pluperfect
whereas the same past particle té, used with a stative verb, would pass on the informa-
tion of ‘simple past’. To state an example: the distinction between i té rive and i té tini
50 ã would be a distinction between ‘he had arrived’ and ‘he was 50 years old’, and
not ‘he had been 50 years old’.15 It is interesting to see that the phenomena observed
in the French based creoles of Guadeloupe or Martinique hold also for an Arabic based
creole spoken in Uganda, Nubi.16

Not only does Nubi show all the characteristics of a TMA-System as outlined by
Derek BICKERTON (1981), its main axis being the distinction between stative and non-
stative verbs (Wellens 2005: 147; layer (b) in Appendix III); it shows also a further
interference that can be observed in many Creole languages as well as in the history of
Romance languages: the combination of past with future results in a counterfactual or
conditional form.17

The considerations which concern languages of type (2a) –a primary aspect sys-
tem combined with a tense system– should be completed by the perspective mentioned
briefly in section 3. It has to be taken into account that, on the one hand, a text passage
which, as a whole, is perfective (frame of temporal uniqueness) and, on the other, a

15In the meantime, all this has been admirably investigated and lined out by Ralph LUDWIG (1996).
16After having read the doctoral thesis of Inneke WELLENS (2005) devoted to this language, espe-

cially its chapter 4.2 on TMA-Marking (2005: 145-177), I have to withdraw a short passage written on
this language in the original version of this article.

17For Nubi: Wellens 2005: 160. – The analytic future forms of Romance languages mostly originate
in the periphrasis of CULIOLIs pre-initial phase: cantare habeo, ‘I have to sing’, ‘I am going to sing’.
(Romanian uses to this end, other possibility, a periphrasis with ‘to want’.) Now all these languages
form their new analytic conditional forms by combining this future-periphrasis with past tense: cantare
habebam or, for Italian, cantare habui; resulting, e. g., in Span. cantaría; Ital. cantarei; French je
chanterais, etc.
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text passage which is, as a whole, imperfective (marks of iteration), bring about param-
eters which can modify the meaning of particular verb forms. For Creole languages,
it should additionally be taken into account that an interference between perfectivity
and negation as well as a reduction of the tense-aspect possibilities in subordination
are possible.18

8. The objects of my above consideration of the interference between aspect, tense,
negation, and Aktionsarten have all been of the types (2a) and (2b), type (2b) being
very common among the languages of Europe. These considerations should be com-
pleted by interferences in systems like (la) and (Ib) and, in the case of (la), in the
subsystems (1aaa), (1aab), (1aba), and (1abb) (see above Table 1).

Nevertheless, it seems to me that these preliminary thoughts already explain nu-
merous phenomena by means of what we might call the “inner logic” of such systems.
On the other hand, when analysing particular languages we should be able, by observ-
ing certain kinds of phenomena, to draw (careful) conclusions regarding the attribution
to one of the major types (1a), (1b), (2a) or (2b). If, for instance, we notice that certain
verb forms are rarely or even never combined with negation, there could be an aspect
system. If we discover a future meaning of seemingly non-future forms, it could be an
indication for the existence of a system of the type (2b). It might also be the case that
certain types of tense / aspect systems (especially the types [1a] and [2a]) favour the
evolution of serial-verb constructions.19

9. It goes without saying that a more thorough analysis of particular languages could
in some way blur this still relatively clearcut typology. As in many languages we find
so-called “split ergativity”, split tense / aspect systems could, for instance, exist. The
great majority of such ‘blurring’ [p. 207] effects would possibly result from diachronic
and ontogenetic transformation of language systems.20 From the fundamental inves-
tigations made by the Piaget school in the 1970s, it should be clear that tense is a
relatively late human acquisition and that children (until the age of seven or eight)
use the verb forms of the adult language predominantly as aspect forms. Thus, even
children learning languages which are primary tense systems first become acquainted
with an aspect system. With regard to diachrony, it is not impossible that there is a
periodic change between tense-dominated and aspect-dominated systems just as there
is, for instance, a regular change between tense-dominated and modally dominated fu-
ture forms. But even change and transitory states are more easily comprehensible if
we have an insight into the inner logic of such systems. And it should be clear that
this inner logic has to do with tense, aspect, Aktionsarten, even negation, and, perhaps,
some further major constituents.

18Here important research done by Annegret BOLLÉE (2007) and Susanne MICHAELIS (1993) with
respect to Seychelles Creole should be taken into account.

19See in this respect RAIBLE (1990, section 3.4).
20Cf. for Seychelles Creole e. g., MICHAELIS (1993).
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[p. 208] Appendix I: Ordering of Aktionsarten, based (a) on a five-phase model pro-
posed by Antoine CULIOLI (referred to by BRONCKART 1976 – it goes even back to
James HARRIS in 1751) and (b) the terms proposed by Martín SÁNCHEZ RUIPÉREZ

(1954).

SÁNCHEZ
RUIPÉREZ:

transformative

non-transformative
HARRIS 1751 imminent ingressive progressive conclusive egressive
CULIOLI’s
phases

pre-initial initial middle terminal post-terminal

Latin examples cantare habeo cantare incipio canto cantare desino habeo
cantatum21

Current desig-
nations for the
respective
Aktionsarten
(as proposed
e. g. by Sigurd
AGRELL
[1908])

inchoative
ingressive
initial
inceptive
evolutive

durative
extensive
medial
perdurative
permanent
continuative
transcursive

definitive
desinent
egressive
final
preteritive
terminative
finitive

resultative
cumulative
effective22

Further
possibilities

from here new
tense or aspect
forms may
emerge, e. g.,
Romance
Future forms as
French je
chanterai or
French-based
creole mõ a
sãt, mõ pu sãt

from here new
tense or aspect
forms may
emerge, e. g.,
Romance
Perfect forms
as French j’ai
chnté or
French-based
creole mõ fin
sãt, mõ n’sãt

← domain often covered by individual verbs→

22In actual Spanish we have, again, periphrases of the type ‘tengo hecho’ corresponding to the Latin
type ‘habeo cantatum’.

22The (in our view) most important distinction between the ‘terminal’ and the ‘post-terminal’ phase
being rarely made, these terms tend to be placed in the column at left.
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[p. 209] Appendix II: Some more terminology in the domain of Aktionsarten. – Part
of the information given in this table can also be found in BECK (1987).

Martín SÁNCHEZ
RUIPÉREZ (1954):

no transformativo transformativo

William E. BULL
(1968):

non-cyclic cyclic

Other terminology
occurring:

non-resultative, atelic resultative, telic

The distinctions below can be assigned to the basic opposition given above
Zeno VENDLER
(1957, 1967):

state: activity: accomplishment: achievement:

to know, to love to push a cart to draw a circle to win the race, to
reach the top hill

continuous form
(progressive
form) is not
possible

continuous form is possible continuous form is
not possible

Marc WILMET (1980)
(note that his aim is to
create a classification
different from that of
VENDLER):

verbes statifs:
être, exister,
savoir, connaître,
aimer; not
possible with
continuous form
(être en train de)

verbes
imperfectifs:

verbes perfectifs: verbes conclusifs:
éclater, exploser

John LYONS (1977): static dynamic
durative punctual

state process event
action act

Robert GODEL
(1950):

acte événement

[p. 210] Appendix III: The different noematic layers implied in tense / aspect / Aktionsarten,
their mutual affinities to the imperfective and perfective aspect.

Name of the layer Categories belonging to the layer
(a) Change of state atelic (etc.) telic (etc.)
(a’) Phase (Aktionsart) intermediate (beginning) non-intermediate (end)
(b) Movement static, stative (augmentative) dynamic, non-stative (diminutive)
(c) Duration durative punctual
(d) Repetition repeated, iterative unique, semelfactive

affinity to imperfective aspect affinity to perfective aspect

The interlocking of the categories belonging to the different layers shows that a de-
duction of all other layers from only one layer is bound to fail. At the same time, it is
evident why the tables in Appendix I and II cannot be totally congruent. Only layers
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(a) and (a’) are congruent because they are the two sides of one and the same fact, layer
(a) highlighting the change of state between phases, layer (a’) the phases separated by
changes of state. — Translated into the conception of Eugenio COSERIU, ‘aspect’
corresponds to a certain extent to his ‘Schau’ as well as to his ‘Vollendung’; ‘phase’
corresponds to the ‘Aktionsstand’ of Gerold HILTY and to COSERIU’s ‘Phase’ as well
as to aspects of his ‘Schau’. ‘Change of state’ seems to be in accordance with his ‘Re-
sultat’, ‘duration’ with ‘Dauer’, ‘repetition’ with ‘Wiederholung’. — See COSERIU

(1976: 91-108); HILTY (1965).
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